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The Apple MFi Certified Program requires that the quality and design of manufactured accessories, like 
charging cables, are on the same level as Apple’s own products. The MFi certification and corresponding 
Apple Product Plan ID can only be obtained after products pass rigorous tests as a guarantee of safety
and reliability for customers and their devices. All KwikBoost products surpass these standards, are 
designed for commercial use, and deliver the most advanced and innovative MFi functionality on the
market today.

GUARANTEED 
RELIABILITY

KwikBoost cables are made with the highest 
quality materials and technology to enhance
both performance and safety. We back each 
and every cable we manufacture with a hassle-
free 12-month warranty. Apple Product Plan ID
115290-0055. Protective 
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Make sure your users don’t see this message!

Aftermarket, unauthorized cables made by non-licensed 
manufacturers can not only be harmful to devices, they
are not guaranteed to work after software updates.
In many cases manufacturers and sellers alike will
advertise their cables as MFi certified, even though they
are using cloned, unauthorized cables. These non-certified
cables are prone to defects, breakage and can be rendered
useless by Apple through their regular software updates.
The only way to protect against this is to work with
MFi-licensed manufacturers and to ask for their Product 
Plan ID’s.

Know before you buy. Any time you are buying products for commercial use or
public locations that will connect to Apple devices, be sure to ask for an Apple 
MFi contract number. KwikBoost’s MFi contract number is MFi-14-00074.


